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On a recent studio visit with New York-based artist
Chase Hall, I encountered a cabinet of curiosities:
vintage and antique collectibles — records, postcards, cookie jars, toys, figurines, advertisements, tea
towels, and more. Hall has mined these distinctive
American cultural artifacts from the 19th and 20th
centuries. Many of the items are racially offensive
and melancholic. Seeking to chronicle the immense
impact of Black popular culture in White America’s
imagination, from the earliest instances of minstrelsy
to the rise of the modern Black athlete, Hall has
cultivated the charge of these objects into a stirring
and singular mode of expression. With his paintings,
sculptures, and photographs, Hall has set himself
on a journey to mine the gap between the
intimacies of Black life and the traces of
psychopathology — to borrow the term from
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filmmaker Arthur Jafa — that gives the appearance
of White supremacy an uneasy palatability. The artist argues for his investment in “how these images,
such as postcards and advertisements, have signified
or perpetuated segregation, the dehumanization of
Blackness, and a one-sided version of American history told by positions of power.” Large-scale portraits
of Thelonious Monk, Harriet Tubman, and Arthur
Ashe brim with vivid color and raw emotion. Hall has
found himself leaving sections of canvas exposed in
his rendering of these historical giants. The negative
space affords him critical distance and enables his
conceptual play. Who are these figures in the White
imagination? How can history celebrate their iconicity
while systematically oppressing scores of invisible
and unknown Black faces in the centuries since the
traumas of slavery?
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A
Chase Hall, Single moms
boys choir, 2020, acrylic
on canvas, 72 × 60 inches
[courtesy of Chase Hall
Studio]

B
Chase Hall, Fourth of
July, 2020, acrylic on
canvas, 20 × 16 inches
[courtesy of Chase Hall
Studio]

C
Chase Hall, Crawfish
(got it out the mud), 2020,
acrylic on canvas, 40 ×
30 inches [courtesy of
Chase Hall Studio]
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Shaina McCoy, Bobbles
and Such, 2017, Oil on
canvas, 48.6 × 30.5
inches [courtesy of the
artist and Ever Gold
Projects, San Francisco]
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D
Chase Hall, Dale caught two rainbow trout, 2020, acrylic on
canvas, 48 × 46 inches [courtesy of Chase Hall Studio]

Shaina McCoy is a Minneapolis, MN-based artist
whose deeply textured paintings regularly depict
Black children, families, and social scenes. McCoy
began painting during high school at the Perpich
Center for Arts in Education in Golden Valley, MN. Her
work has since been included in multiple group exhibitions. In her solo exhibition A Family Affair at Ever
Gold [Projects] in 2019, McCoy transformed personal
family photographs into large-scale paintings that
feature her signature thick, shiny brush strokes and
largely nondescript faces. McCoy’s technique makes
her figures simultaneously familiar and anonymous —
she provides viewers with snippets of details reminiscent of warmth, safety, and tenderness.
State-sanctioned violence against Black individuals threatens the very foundation of their families
in blatant, wrenching ways. Eric Garner’s killing at
the hands of New York City police in 2014
is one marker of this travail, the effects of
which reverberated through the public grief
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of his children. His daughter Erica Garner became a
dedicated organizer for police reform, and she died
after a heart attack at just 27 years old. More recently,
the October 2019 killing of Atatiana Jefferson in Fort
Worth, TX, and the passing of her father from a heart
attack just a month later constitute another tragic
signifier of how the fabric of marginalized families
continues to be laced with trauma and irreparable
damage. McCoy’s paintings reenact a simple but
necessary intimacy that offers an alternative to such
inescapable realities through rich, hand-mixed colors
and subjects whose joy and connectedness radiates
from the canvas.
Shaina McCoy’s art portrays the resilience of Black
families that is rarely publicized to the same degree
as Black suffering, brutalization, and death. McCoy’s
colorful, intimate works — which often portray
together figures from multiple generations, with various hair types, and different complexions — feel more
like memories than photographic evidence.

